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'Epitome of a qualified and carin1 nurse:' 
LeDuc achieves her career ~reams 
MAC SWARTZ 
Alestle Reporter 
graduate research academy where Bernau:: said she sees great 
she submitted a proposal and was things in LeDuc's future. 
gi\'en $2,000 to conduct a research "Going into this new role as 
Nursing graduate student study within the school of nursing. an advanced practiced nurse is just 
Candi LcDuc of Vandalia will LeDuc did her study on labor the next stepping stone in her verv 
st.m~ in front of her peers, family and delivery nurse's perspectives of bright and accomplished caree~, 
,md faculty at the graduation cere- certified nurse delivery care. She Berna.ix said. "She strives for excel-
mon) 9 a.m. Saturday, December created a survey and distributed it Jenee in everything she does. She is 
14 in the Vadalabene Center. to three local hospitals and their what I would classify as the epit-
Interim Associate Dean Pro- labor and delivery nurse staff ome of a qualified and caring 
fessor in the school of nursing "That was a big highlight of nurse." 
L1lu-a Bernau:: also said as a student my undergraduate career that I got LeDuc's mother, Ruthanne 
LcDuc definitely stood out to do that," LcDuc said. LeDuc, of Vandalia, agrees her fu-
amongst her peers. LeDuc presented the study in ture is bright. 
"She is an extremely dedi- Indianapolis as a student presenter "H er strengths are people 
cared, energetic and focused stu- in Spring 2008 right before grad- . skills," Ruthanne LeDuc said. " 
dent. She is an asset to our school nation. She came back to SIUE She like helping people and she's 
of nursing and to good at what she 
the nursing profes- ------------------------ does. Even grow-
sion," Bernau:: said. ' ing up she's al-
LeDuc attrib- . . Sh l"k h I • I E ways wanted to 
ures a lot of her sue- e I es e pmg peop e • • · Ven be in the medical 
ccssintheschoolof growing up, she's always professional 
nursing to Bernau::. wanted to be ·,n the med"1cal somehow, she just 
She was a nursing excels in all her 
professor while profession somehow. classes and enjoys 
LeDuc was doing volunteer work. 
her undergraduate R th She's always one 
education and has U anne LeDuc that takes on extra 
Candi LeDuc's mother 
since been pro- responsibility." 
mored to assistant ------------------------ C a n d i 
de,m of the lmdergraduate pro- ,md interviewed and was accepted LeDuc said she is very excited to 
gr.un. into the graduate program in nurs- give her speech. 
Bernau:: mentored LeDuc ing in 2010. "It's a wonderful honor," 
throughout her entire research LeDuc said she wanted to Candi LeDuc said. " I think I'll be 
study and was also a mentor and come because she liked the small- able to deliver a message that is 
chair for her final paper she had to ncss of the campus and how it is personal but that everyone will be 
do for her graduate program as separated from the rest of the able to relate to." 
well. world. 
During her undergradute ca- "I felt very much at home 
reer, LeDuc was part of the under- there as soon as I started going," 
LeDucsaid. 
Mac Swartz can be reached at 
mswartz@alestlelive.com or 6EIJ-
3527. I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle 
'She was repairi1g computers at the age of fo1r:' 
I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle 
Littman chanps things around with a new degree 
M AC SWARTZ 
Alestle Reporter 
Littman said. "She was repairing been a huge impact and wonderful 
computers at the age of four." throughout the process as well. 
Elizabeth Littman's mother, Elizabeth Littman said she 
Senior Elizabeth Littman, of Rosemary Littman, agrees that the secs herself working in product 
Columbia, will be graduating with career change was best for her. management in the future. 
a degree in computer science while "When she was about three "Right now, I'm going to 
at the same time speaking at the years old and her oldest sister was have a position at Enterprise," Eliz-
commencement ceremony at 1 playing on the computer, she a.beth Littman said. "I know I'd be 
p.m. in the Vadalebene Center. climbed on the stool and realized really good down the line at prod-
This Saturday will not be what the keyboard was. She u~t management. I'm very good 
Littman's first college graduation thought it was the coolest thing in with people. Part of my nursing 
ceremony. the world," Rosemary Littman degree gave me good soft skills, so 
''I have a previous degree said. ''If she decides something, it I can make algorithms but I can 
from another school ------------------------ also talk." 
in nursing and I ac- ' Elizabeth 
tually hated my ca- Littman said, 
reer so I decided to right now, her 
go back to school ••• Whether it's an educational speech is still a 
and change things goal or a fashion question, she work in process. 
around," Littman ''I hate it 
said. knows what she likes. right nmv," Eliz-
Littman said the a.beth Littman 
change just made Rosemary Littman said. "I'm on my 
sense. Elizabeth Littman 'smother third revision and 
"I was always it just seems so 
really good with vanilla, so I'm 
computers and I was trying to figure 
learning Microsoft Office when I happens. She's not wishy-washy. out how to get my personality in 
was a kid," Littman said. ''I figured She knows what she wants, it. Usually I'm prettv weird, so I'm 
I would go to grad school here or whether it's an educational goal or trying to get some 'of that weird-
I would completely jump ship and a fashion question, she knows what ncss in there without dropping the 
switch careers, so I went ahead and she likes." F-bomb." 
switched careers." Elizabeth Littman said Com- Elizabeth Littman said she 
She attests a lot of her success purer Science Chair Dennis Bou- does not want to be like any of the 
to her supportive parents. vier has been really supportive other speakers at the ceremony. 
Littman's father Robert along the way. ''I just don't want to be an-
Littman said he was never worried "A lot of the faculty, especially other ponderous droning individ-
about the career change. being a minority student as a white ual at the podium, so I'd like to get 
''Liz is very balanced. She re- female in the computer science de- a compelling piece of writing and 
alize~ she would be unhappy partment, has been rooting for a good deliverf' 
working 18 hours a da)\ 7 days as me," Elizabeth Littman said. _ _ _________ _ 
~ nurse and this change was better Elizabeth Littman said she Mac Swartz can be reached at 
for her to start a family," Robert met her current boyfriend in her mswartz@alestlelive.com or 6EIJ-
databases class and he, too, has 3527. 
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Smoke has yet to clear: Unive~sity considers use 





has been made as 
to whether elec-
tronic cigarettes 
will be allowed 
everywhere on cam-
pus or be bound to 
normal smoking 
areas outdoors. 
Some students are 
unaware of the nature 
of e-cigarettes or the dif-
ferent qualities from con-
ventional cigarettes. 
According to the Mayo 
Clinic, e-cigarettes are bat-
tery-operated, cigarette 
look-alikes that atomize liq-
uid containing nicotine and 
turn it into vapor, which can 
students have differing 
opinions about the 
usage of electronic 
cigarettes. Senior '' Because we've been conditioned with the ban of 
cigarette smoking indoors, 
just to see someone smoking 
indoors is unnerving. 
music education 
major Randy Ter-
vis, of Jerseyville, 
argues that there 





is no fire like with 
a cigarette," Tervis said, 
"and there is no tar. It's 
just nicotine and water vapor." 
Some students are seeing issues more 
Karly Baird 
Senior English major 
"Because we've been conditioned with the ban of 
cigarette smoking indoors, just to see someone smoking 
indoors is unnerving," Baird said. 
Ongoing research is currently inconclusive about all 
of the effects of e-cigarettes, due to the very rapid 
growth of the industry recently. Therefore, some stu-
dents fear the potential unhealthy effects of second-hand 
smoke. Senior history education major Chelsea Szabo, 
of Springfield, has concerns mostly in health issues re-
lated to e-cigarette use. 
"I'm concerned about people who can't be around 
smoke, like people with asthma or other health prob-
lems," Szabo said. "In a building, it isn't always well 
ventilated." 
be inhaled like a normal ciga-
rette. Many e-cigarette compa-
nies claim that the emitted 
smoke from these devices is 
harmless, but the FDA has had to 
issue health warnings due to find-
ing trace amounts of carcinogens, 
or cancer-causing agents, within 
some versions of e-cigarettes. 
On campus, no regulation cur-
rently bars e-cigarette smokers from 
using their devices indoors. While this is still being re-
viewed by the SIUE Chancellor's Council, many 
with the attitude behind using e-cigarettes in-
doors, when conventional smoking is only allowed out-
doors. Senior English major Karly Baird, of 
Edwardville, finds that indoor use of e-cigarettes has 
created a bit of a problem on campus. 
All of these problems, and many more, will be con-
sidere,d in coming weeks within the SIUE Chancellor's 
Council on whether e-cigarettes will be allowed every-
where or confined indoors on campus. 
Janice Durako can be reached at jdurako@alestlelive.com 
or 650-3527. 
Student Financial Aid encourages 
students to file their FAFSAs earlier 
BEN OSTERMEIER 
Alestle Online Editor 
Last year, Financial Aid 
encouraged students to 
complete their Free Applica-
tion for Federal Student Aid 
before March 2, which was 
Illinois's deadline for the 
monetary award program 
grant. Assistant Director for 
Client Services at Financial 
Aid Mary Jenkins said they 
change their recommenda-
tions because the state gov-
ernment makes its deadline 
earlier each year, and any 
FAFSA filed after the dead-
line will not receive money 
for the MAP grant. 
"It doesn't matter what 
your excuse is, no excuse is a 
valid excuse. This is it. It's 
carved in stone. You can't 
get past it," Jenkins said. 
"So, a lot of schools in the 
state of Illinois have started 
not putting any kind of a 
deadline on students like 
tl1ey have in the past, and 
just saying, 'Get your 
FAFSA filed as soon as you 
can after Jan. l."' 
Jenkins said Financial 
Aid docs not even know 
when the MAP grant dead-
line will be, though it will 
likely be in February. 
The FAFSA is first 
available onlinc on Jan. 2. 
Jenkins said filing the 2014 
FAFSA so early will present 
a problem, given that the 
FAFSA asks for the previous 
year's tax information, 
which requires completion 
of tax returns. However, ac-
cording to Jenkins, students 
do not actually have to file 
their taxes before complet-
ing the FAFSA. Instead, 
they can provide estimates 
based on the previous year's 
taxes and provide correc-
tions to their FAFSA once 
they file taxes . 
"Then, when you get 
your taxes done, give it 
about two weeks from when 
you file your taxes electroni-
cally. It takes about that 
long for the IRS to process, 
then you can go back in and 
make corrections on your 
FAFSA. At that point, we 
suggest that you use the IRS 
data retrieval tool that is 
part of the FAFSA. That's 
going to make it a whole lot 
easier. It's very, very simple 
to make corrections," Jenk-
ins said. 
The FAFSA will ask the 
status of a tax return. Jenk-
ins said students should an-
swer with "will file," which 
they should then change to 
"already completed" when 
they make corrections. This 
will allow students to use 
the IRS data retrieval tool. 
If students do not use 
the tool, they should not 
second-guess the govern-
ment's forms when making 
corrections, according to 
Jenkins. For instance, the 
want to write for an -award-winning 
student newspaper? 
we're looking for you. 
Pick up an app~ication at 
the Alestle tfice, MUC 2022 . 
FAFSA may ask for data 
from line 55. Jenkins said 
when looking at the other 
form, other lines may seem 
better to answer what the 
form is looking for, but if it 
asks for line 55, that is what 
students should use. 
Jenkins said she encour-
ages students to file their 
taxes electronically, as paper 
taxes take 8 to 10 weeks to 
process. There is no dead-
line for corrections, accord-
ing to Jenkins, but students 
should complete them as 
soon as possible. 
Students can contact 
Student Financial Aid for 
further questions about 
completing the FAFSA. 
They are located in 2308 
Rendleman Hall and can be 
reached at 650-3880. 
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Washington, Ill., sits in ruins the morning after a severe tornado tore through the community, Nov. 18, 2013. 
I Photo b~ Zbigniew Bzdak/Chicago Tribune (MCT) 
SG approves SIUE Constructors' 
I 
plans to help rebuild ashington 
A rare view of a tornado's footprint Is revealed In this aerial 
photograph of Washington, Ill., Nov. 18, 2013, the day after an 
EF-4 tornado tore through town. 
I Photo by Zbigniew Bzdak/Chicago Tribune (MCT) 
JORDAN SANER 
Alestle Reporter 
Last Friday, Student Government met 
for the last session of the Fall 2013 semes-
ter. During its meeting, SG endorsed the 
travel request made by the SIUE Construc-
tors to travel to Washington, Ill. to assist the 
area with a Tornado Relief Project. 
As is well known by many, the Wash-
ington area was devastated by a tornado on 
Nov. 17, causing mass amounts of destruc-
tion and damage to the community. The 
SIUE Constructors decided to organize and 
make an attempt to help the victims of the 
tornado. 
The club will be aiming to make the 
trip between March 7 and March 16. Once 
the spring semester has begun, the group 
will attempt to narrow down the window 
and take another vote as to when they will 
actually travel. Approximately 10-12 of the 
group's members will be assisting in the 
project, depending on their availability as 
significant portions of their spring breaks 
may be spent on the trip. 
Initially, the club began planning for 
the trip several days after the disaster. The 
club planned to make a trip to Moore, Ill., 
but after the tornado struck, t)1e group 
quickly and unanimously decidecll to change 
the location to Washington. j 
According to the SIUE C nstructors 
treasurer Tyler Carlson, the gr up will be 
more on the reconstruction aspect of the re-
building process than the clea~mp of the 
area. 
"Because we are all construction man-
agement students or engineers, we'd like to 
focus on building stuff .... We want to focus 
on framing houses, putting siding up, you 
know, all the stuff that goes in~o building 
an actual house," Carlson said. 
The group hopes to compkte a signif-
icant amount of work, having ~ome prior 
experience in helping devastatetl areas be-
fore. In 2011, the SIUE Constructors made 
a visit to Joplin, Mo., after a tornado hit 
that portion of the Midwest. 
"Two years ago ... We took two sides of 
a house, did the siding on them and got it 
all up. We talked to Mrs. White, who was 
to be the owner of the house and she was 
just ecstatic with the progress we made. So 
we will try to get as much done as we can 
in the time we are up there," Carlson said. 
SG also approved program requests for 
the American Pharmacist Association, Stu-
dent Experimental Theater Organization 
and SIUE Chemistry Club. 
The American Pharmacist Associa-
tion's request for $4,098.27 towards the 
"Diabetes Education Patient Symposium" 
was reduced to $3,338.27 with funding 
being provided for the facility charges and 
the symposium's AlC tests, which consti-
tute a majority of the expenses involved 
with the program. SG reduced the amount 
requested by pulling funding that initially 
was going towards advertising. 
The Chemistry Club's 38th annual 
Probst Lecture featuring a biotechnologist 
from Switzerland and SETO's "Spring 
Awakening" program both passed SG with 
unanimous support, issuing amounts of 
$4,615.45 towards the Probst Lecture and 
$2,030.48 towards V1e "Spring Awaken-
ing" production. 
In other business, several student or-
ganization constitutions were reviewed dur-
ing the SG session as well, including 
constitutions for Epsilon Sigma Alpha, a 
philanthropic service organization based 
around volunteering; Black Girls Rock, an 
organization designed to improve the reten-
tion of students at SIUE; and Encore Show 
Choir, a competitive show choir organiza-
tion. SG only made one small modification, 
changing the name of''Encore Show Choir 
of SIUE" to simply "Encore Show Choir." 
During the final session of the semes-
ter, SG also revoked student organizations 
that have been inactive for at least two 
years. Organizations that received revoca-
tion include Breakers Club, Roller Hockey 
Club, SIUE Cycling Club, Digital & Pho-
tographic Imagers, GoRX, C.S.I. Ed-
wardsville, Environmental Sciences Student 
Organization of SIUE, Masters of Market-
ing Research Student Association, Meals & 
Music Ministries, Parks Guard, Pi Mu Ep-
silon, SIUE Print Council, Spanish Club of 
SIUE, Turkish-American Students & 
Friends Association at SIUE and Club 
Lacrosse. These organizations will have the 
opportunity to re-emerge after one year 
when they can again petition to become a 
student organization at SIUE. 
SG also honored long-time Student 
Government Secretary Bonnie Farrington 
with a resolution for her 12-year service as 
SG secretary. Farrington was moved to tears 
by the SG's honor, showing a good deal of 
affection for those she has spent so much of 
her time helping to learn and lead over the 
years in the student government office. 
Jordan Saner can be reached at 
jsaner@alestlelive.com or 650-3527. 
T-------T 
alestlelive Phlebotomy (Vein Access) Training 
2 hrs/day for 4 days, Morning or Evening classes. 
Accelerated Option Program / Certificate Program 
Bonus: You will be learning the new and advanced 
21cVA technique for vein access and the 21POC 
technique for capillary draws. 
$735.00 - includes $90 book, kit and all supplies. 
/4 --~,Call Vein Access Technologies @ 618-259-7781 to register. "" T- Or visit us on the web @ www.VA_Tmethod.c~m or www.VeinAccessTechnologies.com T 
where to get your news 
alton eastsaintlouis edwardsville 
• • 
Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
Polls, message boards and more at www.alestlelive.com. 10100 Contact Opinion Editor Hailey Huffines at 650-3524 or opinion@alestlelive.com. 
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Alestle Prog ra m Director 
Letters to the Editor Policy: 
The editors, staff and 
publishers of the Alestle 
believe in the free exchange 
of ideas, concerns a nd 
opinions and will publish as 
many letters as possible. 
Letters may be submitted at 
the Alestle office located in 
the Morris University Center, 
Room 2022 or via e-mail at 
opinion@alestlelive.com. 
All hard copy letters should be 
typed and double-spaced. 
Letters should be no longer 
than 500 words. lncluae 
phone number, signature, 
class rank and major. 
We reserve the right to edit 
letters for grammar and 
content . Care will be taken to 
ensure that the letter's 
message is not lost or altered. 
Letters to the editor will not be 
printed anonymously except 
under extreme circumstances. 
We reserve the right 
to reject letters. 
About the Alestle: 
One copy of the Alestle is free. 
Additiona l copies 
cost :;;l each. 
The Alestle is a member of the 
Illinois College Press 
Association, the Associated 
Collegiate Press, Student Press 
Law Center, College 
Newspaper, Business & 
Advertising Managers. 
The name Alestle is an 
acronym derived from the 
names of the three campus 
locations of Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville : Alton, 
East St. Louis and 
Edwardsville. 
The Alestle is published on 
Thursdays in print and on 
Tuesdays online during the fall 
and spring semesters. A print 
edition-is available 
Wednesdays during summer 
semesters. 
For more information, 
call 618-650-3528. 
For advertising, email 
advertising@alesflelive.com. 
Have a comment? 
Let us know! 
Send us an e-mail: 
opinion@alestlelive.com 
The Alestle 
Campus Box 1167 
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026-1167 
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Hallmark's holi~ay rewrite a foolish attempt 
Words only have as much yes you are." time . That is a simple fact of without completely butchering 
power as we give them. In the According to Business linguistics. it. 
case of Hallmark and its sale of Insider website, Hallmark One writer, Dan Amira of Stop being ridiculous! A 
a Christmas ornament that apologized afterwards, saying, the New York Magazine, word is only as powerful as you 
removed the word "gay" from "We've been surprised at the defended Hallmarks decision, make it. People are not insulted 
the familiar "Deck the Halls" wide range of reactions on the grounds that, "Words by the word but the idea and 
lyrics written in 1881, the word expressed about the change of change over time. Nobody uses meaning attached to the word . 
is apparently powerful enough lyrics on this ornament, and gay to mean ' lighthearted and If you consider "gay" to be 
to warrant being we're sorry to have caused so carefree' anymore. In the year derogatory or insulting, then 
replaced . much concern . . .. We never 201 3, gay means homosexual. you are twisting the word to 
intend to offend or make And Hallmark is selling its express your own discomfort or 
Bri Harris 
Copy Editor 
political statements with our products in the year 2013." disdain with something. 
products, and in hindsight, we For the sake of argument, These old Christmas tunes 
realize we shouldn't have what if we changed every word that used the word "gay'' were 
changed the lyrics on the in old Christmas songs that had only using a word that 
o rnament." changed meaning or became expressed happiness and joy, 
Hallmark made a foolish While it is indisputable that antiquated since the time they and considering the fact that 
move in its attempt to make an 
ornament that could not 
possibly offend someone by 
omitting a harmless word. 
Indeed, it managed to do the 
exact opposite, and 
immediately faced backlash. 
The most notable outrage came 
from CNN anchor Carol 
Costello, who wrote on 
Facebook "Homophobic? I say, 
the word "gay" meant were published? Imagine how they are still listened to and 
something else entirely when it many songs would lose their sung today, obviously they are 
was written in "Deck the Halls" integrity and sentimental harmless and popular enough 
th an it does now, that is still no origins: "Tis the season to be to remain in our Christmas 
reason for it to be removed. It happy" because who still says repertoire. 
was harmin$ no one and is "jolly"? "While the lively bells 
simply a reminder of the past: a keep ringing" because who still 
time in western culture when says "merry"? And I have no 
the word "gay" was related to idea how one would rewrite 
people's sexuality, or even used "Love and joy come to you, Bri Harris can be reached at 
as an insult. Words evolve over and to you your wassail too" bharris@alesttelive.com or 650-3527. 
l1ter1et allows adults to behave, thi1k like children 
O u r sense of entitlement, 
desire for attention and lack of 
accountability has gone too far 
in our society. Now when 
something bothers us, someone 
doesn't like us or we 
get our feelings 





The most recent case 
occurred when an inspirational 
Internet meme started 
circulating on Facebook. It 
depicted fitness enthusiast 
Maria Kang showing off her 
abs and posing with her three 
young boys. The caption above 
the photo asked, "What's your 
excuse?" 
·whi le some women 
understood this to be a moving 
message and applauded her 
determination to maintain her 
desired look after having three 
children, other women took it 
personally. They cried "bully" 
and called her message "hate 
speech ." As a result, her 
Facebook profile was 
temporarily banned. 
It's both infuriating and 
frightening to see adults 
behaving like bratty children. 
The recent anti-bullying 
movements are set out to 
protect children. It's not meant 
for trivial Internet memes. A 
person can't just pull the bully 
card when someone doesn't like 
them or makes fun of them. We 
need to be stronger and more 
civil than that. There is real 
injustice happening, and our 
current conduct is distracting 
the rest of society from 
meaningful missions, such as 
the anti-bully campai$n. 
A man hitting his wife, a 
parent neglecting or abusing 
his or her child, a boss 
manipulating and coercing 
subordinates into really 
inappropriate situations are 
true crimes we are need to look 
out for. Not everyone gets to 
be the victim, nor should they 
want to be. 
Anyone supporting the 
idea that Kang's message was a 
form of hate speech is an 
enabler. I understand that her 
question, "What's your 
excuse?" was a blanketed 
statement that might offend 
people who do have a real 
excuse, but taking offense in 
that situation demonstrates 
what poor critical thinkers we 
are. If you have an excuse, then 
the message doesn't apply to 
. you. This meme wasn't set out 
to convict people w_ith a 
disability, health issue or those 
on medication that causes 
weight gain. It was meant for 
the average person to get off 
the couch and get a little bit of 
exercise. 
The point was not that you 
needed to look like Kang: it 
was that everyone should at 
least make an effort to exercise 
or take care of themselves. 
We need to step back from 
now on when evaluating 
generalized statements and ask, 
"What message is this person 
trying to convey?" and then 
ask, "Is this message for me or 
for someone else?" before we 
attack. 
This self-entitled mindset 
we have makes us no better 
than some of the crazed reality 
TV stars. Our actions are really 
taking away from real attempts 
at progress in America. 
All of us, myself included, 
need to be adults, and turn the 
other cheek when it comes to 
trivial matters . 
Karen Martin can be reached at 
kmartin@alestlelive.com or 650-3527. 
Do you think corporations should modernize traditional Christmas songs? 
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com! 
6 // The Aleslle 
This annual Christmas event is held at the National Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows 
in Belleville. Not only are people able to drive through the path, gazing at over a million 
lights, but they are also treated with a laser light show that illustrates the birth of Jesus. 
There are also animal rides, a petting zoo and a restaurant. Admission prices and infor-
mation about can be found at wayoflights.org. 
Ice Skating at Steinberg 
Rink in Forest Park 
This annual Christmas event is held at the National Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows 
in Belleville. Not only are people able to drive through the path, gazing at over a million 
lights, but they are also treated with a laser light show that illustrates the birth ofJesus. 
There are also animal rides, a petting wo and a restaurant. Admission prices and infor-
mation about can be found at wayoflights.org. 
n :a:x 
Clubhouse 
Questions or comments regarding this 
section? Contact the Lifestyles Editor at 
650-3527 or Hfestytes@alestlelive.com. 
Tuesday, December 1 o, 2013 
Jim Robinson, a worker for Alton Visitor's Bureau, said each year hundreds of bald 
eagles migrate from the north down to the Alton area along the Mississippi River. 
"There is a free app [Alton Eagle Watch] to find the best spot to view the eagles," 
Robinson said. 
More information and guided tours are available at the Alton Visitors Center. 
Christmas Eve at the 
Cathedral Basilica 
Even if you're not Catholic or even religious, the Christmas Eve events at the Cathe-
dral Basilica of St. Louis are not something to miss. If you have never attended a Christ-
mas Eve Midnight Mass, the cathedral is a wondrous place to experience it. The cathedral 
is home to a great number of collaborative crafted pieces and mosaics, and on Christmas 
Eve, a musical program will precede the mass. 










Private Bedroom and Bath 
Fully Furnished Units 
Private Washer and Dryer 
Sand Volleyball Court 
GIVE US A CALL TODAY! 
(618) 655-0050 
9 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
Saturday, Dec. 14, 2013 
Vadalabene Center 
Cojege of /(rts and Sciences J p.m. commencement 
Graduate degrees 
Naa-Okailey Abbeyea ............... MPA Danielle N. Hall .......................... PB Ben M. McGuire ......................... MS Elizabeth M. Seay ..................... MPA 
Sara Amirahmacli ........................ MS Quentin R. Harris .................... MPA Jason B. McKinney .................... MA Chelsea B. Silvermintz ............... MM 
Sabrina N. Ashbaker ................... MS Christopher J. Huff .................... MS Mary A. Meyer ........................... MS Sarah N. Skiold-Hanlin ............... MS 
Steven R. Atteberry .................... MS Mary E. Ivey ............................... MS Emily S. Morrison ...................... MA Keylyn R. Song .......................... MA 
Casey M. Babb ........................... MS Natavia Johnson ....................... MPA Michael G. Mutari .................... MPA Erin D. Sorensen ........................ MS 
Uma Samhita Bahunoothula ....... MS Rebecca M. Johnston ................. MA Kirk P. Myers ............................. MA Rachael N. Starner .......... .. .......... MS 
Stephanie A. Baumer .................. MS Yuri Kamada ................................ PB Satya Mohan Babu Nagam ......... MS Daniel J. Suffian ......................... MS 
Michael R. Boline ....................... MS Megan M. Karrick ...................... MS Harriet A. Oppong ..................... MS Joseph D. Susco ....................... MPA 
Verah Bonareri ......................... MPA Chris C. Kessler .......................... MA Emily C. Ortwein ........................ PB Diedra M. Taylor. ....................... MA 
Marcy M. Bosoluke .................... MA Tyler J. Knebel.. .......................... MS Raquel A. Ozanich-Vella ............. MS Andrew S. Thompson ................. MS 
Andrew J. Bulla .......................... MS Caleb C. Knies ........................... MA Thanaporn Prasobchoke ........... MPA Richard J. Tough ........................ MA 
Sarah B. Burkhardt ..................... MS Christy C. Koester. ..................... MA William Quamson .................... MPA Laura A. Vahlkamp-Anderson .... MA 
Andrew T. Carver ....................... MA Kayla L. Kuehn .......................... MA Jaimee N. Randolph Dunn ....... MPA Clare E. Wallace .......................... MS 
Stephanie J. Chilton ................. MPA Natalie L. Lapacek ...................... MS Melissa J. Rawe .......................... MA Paige A. Wallace .......................... MS 
Breanna L. Cooper ..................... MS Grant R. Litteken ..................... MPA Mortezaali Razzaghi ................... MS Ashley N. Wells ........................... MS 
Richard L. Dudley .................... MPA Dustin M. Lucas ....................... MFA Delano J. Redmond .................. MM Nicholas W. Williams ................ MPA 
Sahar Foroutannejad ................... MS Hollie Lybarger .......................... MS Joshua B. Rice .......................... MPA Michelle A. Wolfe ....................... MS 
Tiffany M. Graham ..................... MS Prita Malla .................................. MS Julius M. Richardson .................. MS Rebecca L. Wycoff ..................... MA 
Melody E. Graves ..................... MPA Kim M. McCausland ................... PB April A. Sage ............................ PSM David Wylie ................................ MS 
Nicole L. Griffis .......................... MS Dexter K. McElhiney .................. MS Darci K. Schmidgall ................... MA Sidclig M. Yousif ....................... MPA 
Undergraduate degrees 
Sara S. Abusharbain ............... BA Lauren M. Bolt.. ....................... BS Brooke A. Butler ....................... BS Jeffrey M. Cross ....................... BA 
Maame-Ama A. Antwi ............ BS Emily L. Bowermaster ............. BS Skyler K. Butler ........................ BS Christeena N. Curtner .............. BS 
Amanda G. Arment.. .............. BA Matthew J. Bradford ............... BS Rachel E. Cange ..................... BM Jennifer L. DeMarco ................ BA 
Kayla K. Ater .......................... BS 
Rolando C. Baez ..................... BA 
Ashlyn M. Brammeier ............. BA Saul Capilla .............................. BS 
Joshua S. Brinkman .................. BS Hali J. Carls ............................. BS 
Alyssa M. De Vault ................... BA 
Anna C. Dibler ......................... BS 
Amanda L. Bahr ....................... BS 
Brooke C. Balding ................... BS 
Alan L. Brockett ...................... BS Kathryn S. Chapman ................ BS 
Alyson N. Brown ..................... BA Melody A. Chester ................... BA 
Spencer Dickerson ................ BFA 
Emma T. Duong ..................... BS 
Mason Z. Baran ...................... BM Donovan N. Brown ................. BS William K. Chrisman ............... BS Kyle D. Durell ........................ BFA 
Paul E. Barber .......................... BS Michael R. Brown .................... BS Cameron T. Claycomb .............. BS Olivia K. Elbe ......................... BS 
Travis W Becherer .................... BS 
Andrew S. Bellitto ................... BA 
Robert M. Brown ..................... BS Keagan S. Clutter ..................... BA 
Dylan C. Brown ....................... BS Laura E. Codispoti ................. BM 
David A. Eldridge ................... BS 
Melinda A. Ellington ................ BS 
Erin Bergeon .......................... BA 
Natalie A. Berkholz ................ BS 
Hannah M. Bernaix ................. BA 
Amber C. Biggs .................... BFA 
Kevin P. Black ........................... BS 
Adam J. Brown ........................ BS Demetrius L. Coleman ........... BA 
Richard C. Broyles .................. BS Jacquelyn G. Coleman .............. BS 
Ryan A. Bruce ......................... BA Stephanie M. Compton ............ BS 
Arika N. Burns ........................ BA Lindsay M. Corey. .................... BS 
john M. Busclas ....................... BS I Caitlin S. Corey. ....................... BS 
Tracy M. Engle ........................ BA 
Joe H. Ephrem ......................... BS 
Elliott T. Fergurson .................. BS 
Ashley M. Feurer ..................... BA 
Rebecca M. Fink ..................... BS 
Megan P. Blind ........................ BS Cody L. Bushue ....................... BS Lisa M. Crook ......................... BS Keith M. Flaugher ................... BS 
- -
}... 
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Ryan P. Flint .. .. ... .................. .... BS 
Joshua M. Frawley. .. .......... ...... BS 
Jessica C. Fritsch .... ........... ...... . BA 
Carlie A. Frost .......................... BS 
Jacqueline Garcia ...... ..... .... ...... BA 
Christopher L. Geis ................. BA 
D eloris J . Gibbons ... ... .. ... .... .. .. BS 
Darryl A. Giden .... .... ......... .. .... BS 
Steffen G. Gillom ..... .. .... ... ....... BS 
Alkisha Grady. .... ....... .. ... ......... BA 
Cortney M. Granger .... ... .... .... .. BS 
Sarah M. Gray. ....... .... ........... ... BS 
Adnan S. Khan ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .... . BS 
D aniel W Kincaid ... ..... .. .. ... ..... BS 
Katie E . Kizzire ... .... .... .. ..... ..... BA 
Stephen W Klaas ... ... ...... .... ..... BS 
Richard R . Klarner .... ... .... .. .... .. BS 
Richard A. Klein ... .. ... ......... .... BA 
Junyer L. Knight .. ... ....... ... ..... . BS 
Kayla J. Koger ... ...... ... .. .. .. ... .. ... BA 
Michael A. Kolwelter .. .. .. ..... ..... BS 
Jenelle K. Konieczny. .......... ...... BS 
Joseph T. Kotsybar ............ . BS, BS 
Kyle C. Kozer .... ....... ........... ..... BS 
Brooke M. Mitchell ...... ...... .. .... BS 
Janet Molina .. ... ....... .... ...... .... . BA 
Austin C. Moore .. ... ... ........ .. .... BA 
Arceonul J. Moore .... .. ....... ..... . BS 
Robert M . Morrow. ... .. .... ... ..... . BS 
Ana M. Murillo .. .... .. ... .... .... .... BA 
Ashleigh E . Murphy. ... .............. BS 
Kari A. Mysker ..... ... ... ..... ... .. .... BS 
Casey M. Neff ................. .. ....... BA 
Lisa Nettelhorst .... .... ........... .... BA 
Tiffany T. Norris .... ... ... .. ... .. .. .. .. BS 
Robin L. O'Quinn .... ............ ... BS 
Joshua A. Oaks ......... ...... .. .... .... BS 
Elizabeth Scott ......... ... ....... .. .... BS 
Serena C. Severinsen ......... .. ... .. BA 
Haley R . Severit .. ....... ...... .. .. .. .. BS 
Robert D . Shewmaker .. .... ........ BS 
Ritu Shrestha .. .... ... ...... .. ...... .... BS 
Cory R. Simpson ... ... .... .... .. .. ... BS 
J orian J. Smith ............... ........ .. BS 
Ryan D . Smith ... ... .... ... ...... .. .... BS 
Jasmine Sonier ........... ...... .... .. ... BS 
Alycia M . Sorensen ......... .. ........ BS 
Steven W Spencer .... .. .... .. ....... . BA 
Emily E Spooner ... .... .. ... ..... .... . BS 
Grant A. Green ... ...................... BS 
Erin L. Gross ......... ... .. ............. BA 
Kathryn L. Guenther .... ........... . BA 
Robert L. Gulledge .. ..... ... .. ...... BA 
Erinne E. Haber!.. .................. BA 
MatthewJ. Haddix .................. BS 
Amy L. Hammon .................... BS 
Chad D . Hammond ................ BS 
Perry J. Hartwick ..................... BS 
Sarah M. Heitzman ................. BS 
Jess M. Henderson ...... ; ........... BA 
Adam R . Krieger ................... .. BS 
Noah E. Kuester ................... ... BA 
Rachel K. Kurzeja .................... BA 
Amanda M. Lands ................... BS 
Amanda L. Lauko ...... .............. BS 
Christopher M. Leach ........... ... BS 
Kim N. Lee ............................. BA 
Jacob B. Little .......................... BS 
Kimberly A. Lizotte ................. BS 
Esther S. Lomax ....................... BS 
Brittany M. Long ................... BA 
Anthony E. Oliveira ...... .. ........ BA 
Christopher D. Olson ....... ....... BS 
Valerie A. Ozment .. .. ... ..... ...... .. BS 
Ronald L. Painter ..................... BS 
Nicholas R. Paton .................... BS 
Caleb J. Pecue .... ...................... BA 
Alan T. Perryman ..................... BS 
Andler W Peterson .................. BA 
Joseph C. Pikul .......... : .............. BS 
Brandon M. Poignee ................ BA 
Pamela L. Poppel.c ..................... BS 
Collin C. Preciado .................... BA 
Kramer D . Staples ......... ........... BS 
Corey S. Stevens ... ... .. ... ........ ... BS 
Allen L. Stout ............... ........... BS 
Jessica D. Struckhoff ..... .. .... ..... BS 
Ashleigh M. Teasley. ........... ..... . BA 
Matthew G. Terry. .................... BS 
Paris D. Thomas ..... .................. BS 
Derek W Thompson ................ BS 
Leon R. Thompson ................. BS 
Jessica J. Toft ............................ BS 
Brad W Tonnies ....................... BS 
Shantel K. Henry. ................... BA 
Matthew D. Highland ....... ....... BS 
Caleb L. Hixon .. ........... ......... .. BS 
Gabriel L. Hocum ... ................ BS 
Matthew T. Hodskins .... ... ...... . BS 
D anielle R. Hollenberg .......... BFA 
Vincent M. Holmes ... ........ ....... BS 
David P. Hopping ... ........ .. .. .... BA 
Lori A. Horan ..... ..... ..... .. ... .... . BS 
Nichalas K. Horn ................. .. BA 
Trevor K. Horn .......... ..... ........ BS 
Miranda A. Humphrey. ............ BS 
Lucas J. Ingersoll .............. ....... BS 
Michelle A. Jarman ... ...... .... ..... BS 
John D. Jaros .................. ......... BA 
Matthew R. Johnson ............... BA 
Timothy M. Johnson ............ .... BS 
Jihan R. Johnson-Kelley. .. ... ... ... BS 
Jerome V. Jones ... ..... .... .. .. .. ..... BS 
Andrew S. Kasten .. ... ...... .. ...... . BS 
Jo A. Kelley. .. ... .......... .......... ..... BS 
Brittany M. Long ................... BA 
Jared M. Long ......................... BS 
Haley L. Lott ................. ......... BA 
Keyanna M. Lowe .... ... ............ BA 
Neil C. Luke ..... ..... ... .... ......... . BS 
Zachary S. Luthy. .... .. .. .. ... ...... . BS 
Jordan T. Lynch ....... ............ ..... BS 
Kelly C. Lyons ... .... .. .. ... ... ........ BA 
Robert T. Mackin ...... ...... ....... . BS 
Anthony G. M agaruh .............. BM 
Kevin D. Mark ........... .. ....... .... BA 
Brian A. Massie .... ................... BA 
Caleb J. Mathis ................ BFA, BS 
Rebecca A. May. ....................... BS 
Andrew D. Maynard ... ... .... .... .. BA 
Paige E. McLeod ..................... BA 
Kristin N . Mefford ..... .............. BA 
Haley D . Meyer ...... .. .... .... .. .. ... BA 
Megan J. Meyer ..... ... .... ... .... .... BA 
Kayl ee S. Miller .... .... ... .. .... ... .. . BA 
Brandon M. Miller .. .. .......... .. ... . BS 
Matthew G. Miller ................. ... BS 
Beth E. Pruett .......................... BS 
Olivia M. Rader ........ : .............. BA 
Juan C. Ramirez ....................... BS 
Lynda A. Rasmussen .. ..... .... ... .. BS 
TmaM. Rau ... ... .... ...... .... .... .... BA 
Leah J. Redenour .. ............. ... ... BA 
Megan R. Redman ....... ..... .... ... BS 
Scott T. Richards ................. ..... BS 
Brett T. Riley. .... .... ..... ...... ....... BA 
Bradley W Ringer .................... BS 
Tyler T. Robbins ... .................... BS 
Mackenzie A. Roberts .............. BS 
Katrina I. Rodeffer ................... BS 
Zaira P. Rodriguez .................... BS 
Adriana Romo .... ... ... ..... ..... .... .. BS 
Sheila M. Sadrerafi ................... BS 
Roberto G. Saenz ............. .. ..... BA 
Sadie M. Sakurada ....... ... ... .... .. BA 
Jeremy B. Sarna ... ...... ..... ....... ... BS 
Audrey N. Sawyer .. ... .... ........ ... BA 
Andrew K . Scheibe .. ... ............. BA 
Elizabeth J. Tyrrell ................... BA 
James G. Vazquez .... ......... ........ BS 
Jessica L. Vysoky. ................ .... . BA 
Chris S. Walling .... .... : ...... ........ BS 
TaNeal S. Walls ..... .. .. ............... BA 
Emilee M. Watson ....... ...... ...... BA 
Justin M . Watson .. ..... ... ... ..... .. .. BS 
D aniel Watts ... ...... ...... ............. BS 
Matthew S. Weik ................ ... .. BA 
Zachary E. Weinman ......... ...... BA 
Daniel N. Wescoat ................... BS 
Randall White .......................... BA 
Katrina E Wiegand ......... ......... BA 
Stevie J. Wright ........................ BS 
Latonra S. Wright .. .................. BS 
Danie R. Yates ........................ BS 
Alissa A. Yoder ..... .... ....... .. ... .. .. . BS 
Kathryn M. Young .. ... ... ...... .. ... BA 
Terrel L. Young ........ .. ........ ...... BS 
School of J3usiness 9 a.m. commencement 
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Kelsey M. Abbott ................ MBA 
Nicole A. Adams .... ............. MBA 
Sade 0. Akpore .................. MBA 
Danielle M. Anderson ......... MSA 
Navid D. Bagheri ................ MBA 
Stephen A. Burgess ................ MS 
William P. Connolly. ..... ....... MBA 
Spencer P. Cunningham ......... MS 
Austin C. Highley. .............. MBA 
Mark A. Hoge .... ................ MBA 
Ryan G. Lockridge .............. MSA 
Carly M. May. ..................... MSA 
Rodney A. Mueller ............ .. MBA 
Kelly R. Mulholland ........... MBA 
Anne M. Peterson .................. MS 
Laura E. Sammons ............. MBA 
Ben N. Frank ...................... MBA 
Carrie E. Frank ............ ....... MBA 
James M. Georges ............... MBA 
Payton Gillis ........................ MSA 
Bulent Guneyli .................... MBA 
Nick Hansen ...... ............... MMR 
Lindsey M. Harrison ........... MSA 
Richard B. Sample .............. MBA 
Lindsey E. Sanders ..... ....... MMR 
Quinn P. Shortal ................ . MBA 
Shyam K. Shrestha .... ......... MBA 
Bryce Soer ...................... .... MBA 
Andrew S. Todd ................. MBA 
Scott D. Towler .......... ..... .. MMR 
Nisha Vi jay. ....................... MMR 
Undergraduate degrees 
., Kyle G. Andres ........... ............ BS Travis J. Cook ...................... BSA . Amelia N. Fuesz ..................... BS Susan E. Jones ...................... BSA 
Shawn M. Arentsen ......... ....... BS Michelle R. Copeland ........... BSA 
Michael A. Banker .................. BS Michael J. Costello ................. . BS 
Audra T. Galliano .................... BS 
Samantha K. Garcia ................ BS 
Joseph P. Josias ....... ..... ........... BS 
Lexi K. Karcher ...................... BS 
Amanda M. Baratta .............. BSA Matthew J. Counihan ..... ........ BS Jamie M. Gowens ................... BS Jamie L. Kasmarzik .............. BSA 
Andrew M. Barnes ........ ....... BSA Andrea L. Cover ..................... BS Aaron N. Hanks ................... BSA Drew W Kline ........................ BS 
Meredith L. Barthold ............. BA Beth C. Crosley. ...................... BS Beryl A. Harris ....... ................ BS Carissa A. Kristoff. ................. BS 
Darshan V. Bavda ............ BS,BSA Steven C. Davis .. .... .......... ...... BS Zachary T. Harrison ................ BS Grant E. Kueker ...................... BS 
Carleigh J. Bellenbaum ........... BS Jessica L. DeWitte .................. BS Morgan B. Heisner ................. BS John W Kyro ........ .................. BS 
Lauren A. Boner ... ... ...... ......... BS Anna S. Dillow ....................... BS Ryan J. Helgeson ....... ............. BS Ricky J. Lane .......................... BS 
Jessica L. Bosch ................. ... BSA Alexas R. Dreyer .................. BSA Jacob R. Hendricks ......... ........ BS Aaron L. Lantz ....................... BS 
Ty M. Burnett ......................... BS -Margaret E. Dunn .................. BS Traig J. Henson ...................... BS Samantha M. Levin .............. BSA 
Andrew P. .Burton ................... BS Jacob R. Duvall ...................... BS 
Chase J. Carroll ...................... BS Logan J. Eader ..................... BSA 
Ethan M. Coggeshall .............. BS James E Foppe ........................ BS 
Elizabeth M. Huffman ............ BS 
Jennifer M. Hunt .................... BS 
Brittney N. Jaime ................. BSA 
Ryan M. Long ........................ BS 
Brandon P. Loyer .................... BS 
Angelica L. Luebke .............. BSA 
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Aaron R. Manville ........... ....... BS 
Jennifer A. Markezich ............. BS 
Kelsey Mathern ....................... BS 
Cory L. Matlock ................. '. ... BS 
Kaitlyn L. McCarthy. .......... .... BS 
Ammon J. Mcknight ............ BSA 
Trent R. Mehaffey. ...... ....... ..... BS 
Meagan A. Melliere .. ............... BS 
Eric A. Michel.. ......... .... ... .. .... BS 
Luke A. Mintert .. .. ... ... ............ BS 
Guillaume J. Montenot .... .... ... BS 
Adam J. Moore ... .... ... .. .... ... .. .. BS 
Austin C. Moore ..... ..... ...... ..... BS 
Tarsha A. Moore .... ................. BS 
Kyle J. Morrison .... .. ..... ....... ... BS 
Shoaib I. Muhammad ............. BS 
Nancy Myers ........ ....... ....... .... BS 
Katelyn M. Nappier ... .... .... ... BSA 
Andrew S. NewEmry. .... .. .. ...... . BS 
Gretchen M. Nyland .... .. .. ... .. .. BS 
Joshua D . Parker ..... ... .... .. .. ..... BS 
Jared A. Petermeyer ..... .... ..... .. BS 
Ryan J. Petrillo ... ..... .... ...... .. .... BS 
Austin T. Potthoff .... ..... .... .. .. .. BS 
Alexander L. Pruett ...... .... .. ..... BS 
Dustin K. Ranck ... ...... .... .... .. .. BS 
Dylan E. Reed ..... ......... .... ... ... BS 
Mary K. Reed ...................... BSA 
Tiffany Reiter ...... ................. BSA 
Cory J. Rhoades ......... .......... BSA 
Adam D. Rhodes ..... .. ..... ..... ... BS 
Clay T. Robinson .................... BS 
Kaitlin C. Scheller ...... ............. BS 
William T. Schlimme ............... BS 
Clark C. Schmidt ... ... .. ... ......... BS 
Alexander J . Schoenborn ..... .. . BS 
Benjamin Shoff. .... ... ..... .... ..... . BS 
Megan E. Shreftler ... ..... ........ BSA 
Wesley L. Sloan ....... .... ..... ~ ... .. BS 
Cassaundra A. Smith ... ... ........ BS 
Trisha M . Smith ...... ..... ... ... .... . BS 
ChristoE_her D . Sobrino ... .... . BSA 
Nikkoli J. Sodini .... ... ..... .... .... . BS 
Isabel C. Soto .... ....... .. .. ... ..... .. BS 
Jason M. Stahl .. ..... .. ... ... ..... .... BS 
Danielle N. Staples .... ... ....... . BSA 
Brooke L. Stepliens ... ... ... .... ... . BS 
Evan Stewart .......... ... ........ .. ... BS 
Joseph B. Stogner .................. . BS 
Micliael B. Sullivan ..... ............ BS 
Jared S. Tejada ...... .................. BS 
Timothy J. Tosovsky. ... .... ...... .. BS 
Christopher J. Vangel.. ... ... ...... BS 
Paul Vu ... ...... ...... ... ... ... ..... · ... BSA 
Jacob Waltrip ... .... .... ... ... : ..... ... BS 
H annah M . Warren .. ... ............ BS · 
Enos Watts .. ...... .... .... ............. BS 
Wesley K. Wayman . ., .......... .... BS 
Jason M . Willett ... .. .. ... .. .... ... BSA 
Dustin B. Williams ... .. ... ... .. .... BS 
Arnesha P. Williams ... ..... .... .... BS 
Benjamin D. Williams .. .. ... ... BSA 
Kelada M . Wirth .... .... ......... .... BS 
Patrick A. Young ..... ..... ..... ...... BS 
Patrick E. Yungck .... .... .... ....... . BS 
Brent S. Zwicky. ..................... BS 
School of :=Education 9a.m. commencement 
Graduate degrees 
Christina L. Adams ................ MS Angela M. Dattilo ............ MSED Christopher D. Keith .. ...... MSED Kevin E. Robinson .... .. ... .. MSED 
Kacee N. Aldridge .. ............ ... MS 
Alxiulrahman M. Alruwaili .. MSED 
David J. Deets ...... ............... EDS 
Joni J. Dintelmann .. ....... .. MSED 
Crystal R. Klarich .......... ... MSED 
Jennifer D. Kuhlmann ........... MS 
Erik M. Roediger .... ............... MS 
Pamela S. Saffore ...... ........ MSED 
Penny L. Angeli ... .. ... ... ..... MSED Christina A. Edwards ............ MA Virginia S. Larsson .......... .... EDS Matthew A. Scheibe!. ...... . MSED 
Malissa A. Appleton ....... .. MSED Michael W Elafros ..... ...... . MSED Bradley A. Lavite ... .... .... ... MSED Megan Schmittel. ... ..... ........ ... MS 
William L. Bass .... ....... ..... ...... PB Kristian R . Eldridge ..... .... MSED Carl V. Luehmann .. ..... ..... MSED Tiffany R. Shelton .. .. .... .... M SED 
Bryce T. Bowman .................. MS 
Jordan M. Brannon ........ .. MSED 
Benjamin H. Endris ... .. .. ... ..... MS 
James D. Enyart ........... ......... M S 
Greg W Maddox .. ............. ... .. MS 
Rachel A. M athews .... ..... . MSED 
Alphonso A. Shepherd ... .. ...... MS 
Charles W Sholtis ............. MSED 
Todd J. Burris ......... .......... MSED Megan M. Etling ... ........... MSED Jason T. Mattis ................ . MSED Yvonne M. Smith ......... .... MSED 
Carrie A. Buss ................ .. MSED Kelly A. Greathouse .... ..... MSED William J. McAnulty. ........... EDS Michelle L. Smith ............. MSED 
Yang V. Chang .................. ..... MS 
Ginger M. Chico .. ........ ........ .. MS 
Tiffany M. Green ............. . MSED 
Elizabeth M. Grimm ........ MSED 
Abbey M. Meyer .. ........ ..... MSED 
Diana I. Nastasia ......... ..... MSED 
Paula C. Sterling ... ............ MSED 
Andy R . Stumpf.. .... .. ....... MSED 
Veronica I. Citireag ................ MS 
Patricia D. Cleinmark ............. MS 
Shannon Hancock ...... .. ... ...... MS 
Bobbi L. Hartman .. .......... MSED 
Ryan C. Netemeyer ...... .... MSED 
Michael R. Nichols ................ MS 
Tamara D. Tally .. ... ... .. ... .... MSED 
Elizabeth A. Thackrey. ...... MSED 
Cassie L. Cole .. ......... ............ . MS Patricia J. Hernandez ........ MSED Katrina M. Niemeyer ...... .. MSED Briana L. Tisch ........... .... .. MSED 
John C. Correll ................. MSED Shannon L. Hudson ... ......... .. MS David H . Oestreich ........ .. MSED Diane K. Wepking ............ MSED 
Amy A. Cotton .............. .. MSED 
Christopher A. Crumble ... ... EDS 
Vernon D. Curvey. ...... ...... MSED 
Michael Jeffrey. .. ..... .. ... .. ....... . MS 
Derek K. Johnson ... .. .... ...... ... MS 
Elisabeth A. Jones ...... .. ... ....... MS 
Scott E. Parrigon .... .. .. ... ..... ... MA 
Aaron T. Reis .... ...... ... .... .... ... . MS 
Kathryn R. Ringering .... ....... MA 
Rodney A. Winslow ...... ... .. .. EDS 
Barry M . Wittler .... ........... MSED 
Jane A. Zappia ....... ........ .. MSED 
Undergraduate degrees 
Chelsie E. Abbett .................... BS 
Chelsea L. Adair ...................... BS 
Tahjae E. Ash: ......................... BS 
Bradley J. Baldwin .................. BS 
Michael A. Bange .. ................. BS 
Christopher W Barry. .............. BS 
Ashley N. Baugh ....... .............. BS 
Chelsey K. Bennett ................. BS 
John A. Berner ........................ BS 
Lauren K. Blanken .................. BS 
Shea E. Brendel.. .................... BS 
Lindsay M. Felchner ................. BS 
Ariel A. Foster .......................... BS 
Nicollette Garrett ..................... BS 
Lakeshia M. Grant .................... BS 
Amanda N. Haar ..................... BS 
Eric M. Habeck ....................... BS 
Alyssa I. Harbin ....................... BS 
Nyiesha L. Harrie!.. ................. BS 
Eric S. Hempen ....................... BS 
Sean B. Hiclcs .............. ............ BS 
Hayley A. Hillman ................... BS 
Marlena B. Holmes .................. BA 
Kaylyn J. Lynch ......... ............... BS 
Katharina P. Lyons ................... . BS 
Alexandra N. Mandrell ............. BS 
Lauren C. Matthes ................... BS 
Jessica M. Maus ...... ... ...... ......... BS 
Mallory K. Maves .................... BA 
Angel R. McCain ..................... BS 
Nicole A. Mclaughlin .............. BS 
Samantha M. Mehrmann .......... BS 
Linda T. Mikell-Harrison .......... BS 
Amanda L. Miller ................... .. BS 
Chelsea M. Sams ........ ... ...... ..... BS 
Amanda M. Sartoris ... ............. BS 
Lia M. Saunders ........ ............. BA 
Danielle E. Schaus .............. ...... BS 
Ashley S. Shellman ....... .. .. ........ BS 
Tiffany L. Shemwell ................ BS 
Brea N. Slover .......................... BS 
Deidra A. Smith ... ... ........... : ... BA 
Caige R. Smith ........................ BS 
Krystal R. Smith .................... .. BS 
Claire E. Smith ....................... BS 
Anthony Brooks ..................... BS 
Kristen M. Brooks .................. BS 
Matthew R. Bruce .................. BS 
Christian M. Burnet ................ BS 
Terran J. Butler ....................... BS 
Colt A. Campbell ....... ....... ...... BS 
Nicole L. Cheek ...................... BS 
Kaleb R. Clifton .................. ... BS 
Bryanne M. Custer .................. BS 
Savannah R. Davis ............ ..... . BS 
Annmarie E. Dirnbeck ............ BS 
Jessica N. Dixon ..................... BS 
Brandon T. Donnelly. ..... ......... BS 
Michele L. Draughn ............... BS 
Matthew C. Dye .................... BA 
Isaac W Ervin ........................ BS 
Timothy R. Evans .................. BS 
Kizzy Hopkins ...... ................... BS 
Sophia L.Roward ................... BS 
Blake A. Hoyt ......................... BA 
La'Shawnda A. Jennings ........... BS 
Jennifer S. Johnson .................. BS 
Miata J. Johnson ...................... BS 
Jalaina S. Jones ........................ BA 
Jennifer L. Jones .............. .... .... BS 
Peter W Kelly. .......................... BS 
Hannah E. Kelly. ..................... BS 
Abby R. Kreke ........................ BS 
BrittanyD. Lamb .................... BS 
Amanda C. Lambrecht ............ BS 
Brittany M. Lessman ................ BS 
Mitchell B. Lewis ..................... BS 
Kayla R. Lillis .......................... BS 
Ora L. Lockett ........................ BS 
Brittany M. Long ............. BA, BA 
Ashiakeelah D. Morgan ........... BS 
Emily K. Morrell ...................... BS 
Kayla A. N eudecker ...... ... ... ...... BS 
Anita A. Njiwah ....................... BS 
Tiffany A. Nowacki .................. BS 
Taylor B. O'Neill .................... .. BS 
Jacob Opel. .............................. BS 
Tinika R. Page ...................... .. BA 
Ashley L. Parker ........ ............... . BS 
Nicole A. Patton ... .... ........ ........ BS 
Katelyn N . Pisarski ....... ... ......... BS 
Dalton C. Riggins .................... BS 
Kent J. Rodriguez .................... BA 
Kelly E. Rohan ........................ BS 
Maritza Roman ........................ BS 
Natalie A. Rossmiller ................ BS 
Kylie A. Ruffner ..................... _BS 
J aron W Theissen .................... BS 
Sarah M. Timko ...................... BS 
Heidi G. Ulloa ...... .......... ........ BA 
Taylor M. Urano ...................... BA 
Courtney Wagenbach ............... BS 
Sarah L. Wangler ....... ............... BS 
Annjanee N. Ward ... ................ . BS 
Michael K. Webb ............ ......... BS 
Frank E. Weitekamp ........ ........ BS 
Sara N. Welch ...... .... ............... . BS 
Jenee Westjohn ........... ............. BA 
TeraJ. Wilkes ........................... BA 
Monique M. Williams .............. BA 
Scott R. Williams .................. ... BS 
Jacob S. Wilmot ............. .......... BS 
Betty C. Yates .......................... BS 
! -
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School of ~~nng1neer1ng 
Graduate degrees 
1 p.rn. co1nn1ence111ent 
Kyle f. An.:ntscn ..................... MS 
P~i.trick. A. Buller ..................... :\·1S 
Ramu l{Jglm \fonsi Gomg.mtham.MS 
Sasik.<1nrti Gudimalla .............. MS 
Famts M. Ncg-usc ................... MS 
Akosua A. Otori Tettc\' ........... Iv1S 
Kavch Shakiba Nia ................ MS 
A rs had M. Shareef.. ............... MS 
David C. Caires ..................... 1\115 
Jared M. Edcns ...... ........... ... . }v1S 
Christopher C. Edmiston ....... MS 
Jos<..-f Gabricl.. ......... .............. . MS 
Srir.1m G.1rudcsw.1nn ............ ~:1S 
Ak:x r. Ga\\T\'S ....................... JVIS 
Mahdi Glurch Baygloo .......... MS 
Vivek v:1rdh,m Reddy Gt )!bp::ill'.':.MS 
Sasan Hcjr.mi ........................ i\·1S 
Laura A. I kmkcr ................... MS 
lalit<1 Ti:ipura Sunda1i Jayanthi ..... MS 
Poojith,1 Jonnala .................... MS 
l hrish Kadivala ..................... MS 
Justin L. Litrd.cn ................... MS 
Ahmed Ali Mir ....................... MS 
foscph T Moorc .................... MS 
Santhosh Kumar Pcndcm ....... MS 
Sathish Reddy Porcdlh-. .. ........ ,\:1S 
Nim<1 Ratib.1khsh ....... : ........... MS 
Mustafa S. Railcr-.. ................. MS 
Krishna 11:ja R;n-ipati ............. lv1S 
Far<;hid Rczaci ....................... MS 
David IL Richter .................. . :\:1S 
Mcral Sahin ........................... MS 
Vined Vik.as Siddoju ............. MS 
Lance R. Spinnie ................... MS 
Osanu A. S\\·citv .................... MS 
Narima11 ·i:l\ ,1k.c>li ................... i\IS 
Vika~ Voruganri ..................... >.-1S 
VenkatJ. Ranga1uth Vuppala .. MS 
Xie Zheng .............................. MS 
Undergraduate degrees 
Castv L. Albl. ................. ......... BS Kvlc R. Harmon ........ ....... ....... BS AnT\' G. ~.fa:-,011 ....•..•..•..•.... . .... BS Dcrrid:. J. R.uk ......................... BS 
Jacoh R. Alk:11 ......................... BS 
BrvJ.n A. Alloway ..................... BS 
Justin R.. AnckrS()Jl. ................. BS 
Crnig A. Ihshlcbcn ................... BS 
Alcx3.nder E Bickcl. ................ .. BS 
Joshua .M. Hiro ........................ BS 
Nicole V. Blurnhorst ................. BS 
Westin K. Breger ...................... BS 
Serhat Danisa~1 ........................ BS 
Ozgur Davudoglu .................. .. BS 
Kendra L. Decrt1akc ................. BS 
Bradlcv A. Dickmann ......... ...... BS 
Zachar,· K. Elliott .................... BS 
Dennis· A. Entwistle ................. BS 
Nathaniel E. Fox .. ...... ......... ... .. BS 
Martin J. frankcn .......... ........... BS 
JY,kghan S. Glas1~dl... ................ B~ 
Christopher L. (Trcenwalt ......... BS 
Colin K. 1-·lalc ........................... BS 
Vincent M. Harding ....... .......... BS 
Wesley T Haug ................ ........ BS 
'frlcr J. Hazel wonder ............... . BS 
Adam Hccsc ............................. BS 
Quintcn J. l·-Icnkc ..................... BS 
Garren R.. Hixson .. ................... BS 
Rvan ,\tt Hockstra .................... BS 
A11drcv,: P. Ho1Jcncr ............... .. BS 
Steven P Huclsrmmn ................ BS 
Luke A. 1-·-Iunt.. ........................ HS 
Eric C. Hunter ......... ................ BS 
Christopher ,\t1. Hustedt: ........... BS 
Gregory J. Jacobs ..................... BS 
Stephen J. Jarnagin .................. BA 
Scotr vV. Johnson ...................... BS 
Roger A. Jones .......... ....... , ...... BA 
Samantha L. Kat:zcr .................. BS 
lJgurcm Kava ..................... ... .. BS 
Daniel A . K110bloch ................. BS 
Matthew S. Landrct:h ............... BS 
Elizabeth H. Littm<mn ......... .... BS 
.Vlichacl S. ,\,1illcr ...................... BS 
Matthew W Million ................. BS 
R,·an E Mir .............................. BS 
J<">seph B. Moorc ...................... BS 
Alexander K. Mossman .......... .. BS 
David J\,1. J\ioyer ....................... BS 
Estevan A. Na.varro .................. BS 
Kodv A. Ndson ....................... BS 
Tavlc)r W PaskY ....................... BS 
Ash win Pillc1i ... ' ........................ BS 
Chase D. Prcsslcr ...................... BS 
Matthew A .. Pryor ................... . BA 
Britnm:: N. Rad.clifl:e ................ BS 
Joshua A. Rasch ....................... BS 
Brian S-1. Richards ... .......... ...... BS 
Kerry L. Rittcr ......................... BS 
Galir1 V R.izov .......................... BS 
Tim L. R.oustio ........................ BS 
Nicholas R. Rudis .................... BS 
Nicholas Sanna ..... : .................. B~ 
Austin M. Schukar .................... BS 
K1tic L. Schultz ........................ BS 
Daniel J. Seifkrt.. .................... BS 
Christopher C. Shaw ................ RS 
Gillian L. Sin~leton .................. BS 
Emilv K. Smith ...... .................. BS 
Michael A. Spanberger .............. BS 
Zachary P Stutz ....................... BS 
Lm A. t.rnl. .............................. HS 
vVilliam E. Thorpe ................... BS 
1'1ichael A. Trobaugh ................ BS 
Aaron S. Ti.Kker ........................ BS 
Paul D. UtlcY .. : .................. ... ... BS 
James A. \Vebb ........................ BS 
Marcus C. \Vilmsmc\'er.. .......... HS 
Patrick L. W<>llcmvd;cr ............. RS 
Ethan F Zad1man .................... RS 
Schwkof Nursing 9a.m. commencement 
V Graduate degrees 
RashceJat R. Adewumi ........... J\.'1S Lisa .M. Downs ..................... DNP Constance E. Kirb,: ................. MS Leanard SJ.nm· D. SamoL ....... MS 
Kwabtn~l B. Ag\·eman ............. MS 
Lm·ekem. Ale~: ............. .......... A-lS 
,\:klissa L. Ashlc,: .................... .MS 
'fara A. Haca .. .... : ..................... MS 
Todd A. Feltham ..................... MS 
Mcghan M. htzhenrv .............. MS 
Tor1v Hores ............. . · ............... MS 
Ashlee M. roster ...................... MS 
Mdissa G. Kulp .... : .................... \-1S 
Candi J. LcDuc ....................... ,v1S 
DeannJ R.. Lcm.T ..... ...... ........ MS 
Cindv K. Lttkow:-:.ki ................. MS 
Nicok C. Sd1t-rt1 ..................... ,VlS 
Ashley D. Schinner ................. MS 
Benjainin J. Sidwdl. ............... ;\-1S 
Ashke N. Sloman ................... PM 
Heather L. Barnes ................... MS 
Kamala Basaula ....................... MS 
Breanne E. frieze ..................... MS 
Kimbcrlv J. Gan ...................... PM 
Jennifer M. Ma\'cr-Smith ......... MS 
Kellcv J\l. M.cGuire .................. MS 
l;-:,oric A.,Sp_or'.er ...................... ..\1~ 
Cm L. Stdam .......................... MS 
MclisJ L. B,1v .... .. ......... .. .......... 1v1S 
Deidra N. B<\ente ........... ...... .. .. MS 
Bcthan\' l. Bowen ................... M.S 
Cr\'stal'M. Brown ......... .. ......... MS 
;\:b.rg.u-et L. Bums .................. MS 
Brandv 1\:1. Bwd ...................... MS 
Carolii1e l'v1. l:amrall.. .............. MS 
'.fanva M. Childs ..................... .tvlS 
Trac\' M. Cooley ...................... MS 
Pemiv L. Donaldson ............... .i\:1S 
Judv W. C"iithinji ...................... MS 
Robin L. Grubbs ................. . DNP 
Kimlxrh- A. Handlin Schmidr ... .i'vlS 
Shelley A. Harri.s .................. DNP 
Sh~mrion C. Hooks .................. MS 
\,V;l\'lon C. Jackson .................. Pi\-1 
Lirida S. Jennette .................... MS 
Larissa .L. Jones .............. ......... MS 
Joellen Juenger ........................ MS 
Jeremy E. Kenny ...................... !vIS 
Brend.a L. Mci\,fains ................. MS 
Amber D. 1\'luelk:r ................... .MS 
Betsy J. Mulvancv .................... MS 
Briana Nolan ..... .' ..................... 1VlS 
Adrian NL Nowitzke ............... ;\:1S 
AnneM. OjedJ .......... .............. MS 
Kaleigh M. Paulsmever ............ MS 
Denise A. Pvles ...... ." ................ PM 
Kristin E. I{avnolds ................. A-1S 
Theron E. R<)SS ......................... \11S 
Joan J. Steil.. ........................... MS 
Kar J N. Stephenson ................ .i\:1S 
.Beth J. Stewart ........................ A--1S 
Nisar E Sved Power ................. MS 
A . h-ssa R. ·verhevcn ................. .i\:1S 
Catlurine A. Vtjn Almen ......... MS 
Thomas K. Webb ............ ..... ... .i\:1S 
R.ob\'11 N. Wendt .................... ;\JS 
Carrie A. West ......................... MS 
Cindy L. Womack .................... MS 
Undergraduate degrees 
Lawrencia D. Abudjah ............. BS 
'Teresa 1\t1. Affrunti .................... BS 
Tori L. Ambum ........ : ............... BS 
Austin J. frost ..................... ..... BS 
Kali R. fuqua .......................... BS 
Patricia A. Gloeckner ............... BS 
Adrienne B. Kinncv .................. BS 
Kevin B. Krazer .... .' ................... BS 
Elizabeth C. Kroner.. ................ BS 
Cecilia Y. lbmirez .................... BS 
Trenton L. Rcxroad ................. BS 
1:1rah M. Ricman ..................... BS 
Gina A. Basso ........................... HS 
Kclsev A. Bates ......................... BS 
faimic K. Hclen ....................... .BS 
Shannon R. Hrauer .................. BS 
Tes:-.a Brev,'stcr .......................... BS 
1v1.e:,·~sa S. (~.;m!,hdl. .. ....... ....... B~ 
KJ\,alma L. Ua1k .... .......... .. .... . BS 
Brock A. Doehring ................... BS 
lV1elia A. Duncan ................ .. ... BS 
A1nanda R. Edmunds ............... BS 
I ,amen A. Eichensccr. ............... BS 
Juliana Enoakpa i\Lmyoh ......... RS 
Johann:1 S. Estc:-:. ....................... BS 
Oluwaseun 0. Fadoju ............... BS 
Lauren A. Fcrris ....................... BS 
K,wla R. Foor .......................... BS 
Da.nid Frias .............................. HS 
Tran· M. Gnacdinger .......... ...... BS 
Sarah B. Griggs ........................ BS 
Britr.-1m· C. fforl... .................... BS 
Chri,tii1c G. lfaves ................... BS 
Carla D. H<1vcs.: ....................... BS 
Tcssb E. Ik'nke-Fcrgu,(111 ........ BS 
Kristin L. Herscher.~~ ............... BS 
John E. Hill.. ....... .................... BS 
vVilliam R. I--Tudna1I. .... ...... .... .. . BS 
Shakira L. Hurt ....................... BS 
S;H"a B. Ircla.11 ........................... ns 
Desi:--bva K. Jeliazkova ............. BS 
Gr<;:gory M. Jcnnings ................ B~ 
Juhe A. Jonc:s ................ ........... B~ 
K . l Q K' . ·1) ~ air yn . etm ...................... )J 
Megan A. Kelso ....................... BS 
R.ac11d A. Kt:stner ..................... BS 
Jennifer M. Kronk .................... BS 
Johanna L. Knumviedc ............ BS 
Amv E. Laskowski ................... BS 
Cassandr;1 R. LcBcau ............... BS 
Nicholas M. Lclonck ............... BS 
Angcb M. Lisk. ......................... BS 
Megan M .. Martin ..................... BS 
Srcven P Mattli ........................ BS 
J,rntu E.1\fazzocco ................... BS 
Nicole R. Mo'.ss ........................ BS 
Daniel L. Murph~: .................... BS 
Zacharv 0. Norman ................. HS 
Nichole M. Ojala ..................... BS 
Nevin I. Ozvurt ....................... BS 
Kendra f. Pelaez ....................... BS 
Kristen :-J. Petrus ..................... BS 
Svlvia G. Poole .............. ........... RS 
Nicole M. Rodenbcrg ............... BS 
Stac,· J. Satrdl.. ... ..................... BS 
Briai,a N. Samson .................... BS 
Jordan I: Schmidgall... .............. BS 
Thomas P Sd10tt:. .................... B.S 
A,hky N. Smith ....................... BS 
Jake Smirh ................................ BS 
Arid V St.11111 ................. : ......... BS 
Rachel K. Suhre .. ... ... ... ... ......... BS 
Don 1th\' ;\,-1 .• fallcv ..................... ns 
Richard L. Thon1as ................ .. HS 
Lauren N. ·fosh ........................ BS 
Rebekah A .. Wessels ................. . BS 
Jennifer 1\:1. \Villi ams ................ BS 
Zach,1r,· Wirges ........................ BS 
Lace\' \Vu est. ........................... BS 
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The 12 days of 
Christmas movie trivia 
The Alestle // 
1) Whose voice is used for the large snowman that sings and narrates the TV 
special "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer?" 
2) Rudolph's character is based off of~ boo~et published in 
1939 by what department store? 
3) In "It's a Wonderful Life," what movie was playing at the theater in 
Bedford Falls? 
4) Peter Billingsley, who played Ralphie in "A Christmas Story," 
cameos in what more recent Christmas film? 
5) "Miracle on 34th Street" begins on what holiday? 
6) What Christmas movie has a scene with the main character standing on the top 
of one of the Twin Towers? 
7) What actor from "The Walking Dead" stars in the 2003 
Christmas-themed British romantic comedy "Love, Actually?" 
8) In "Meet Me In St. Louis", whom does Judy Garland take to the Christmas ball 
when her boyfriend cannot get his tux from the cleaner? 
9) What is the name of the big, jolly adventurer with the dog sled in 
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer?" 
10) What song does Lucy request Schroeder play in 
"A Charlie Brown Christmas?" 
11) How many lights does Clark Griswold put on his house in 
"Christmas Vacation?" 
12) Which famous actor, known for his roles in films like "House of Usher" and 
"The Fly" was the original voice for Santa Claus in "The Nightmare Before 
Christmas" before he was replaced by Ed Ivory? 
al-estlelive 
where to get your news 
alton eastsaintlouis edwardsvi l le 
Find answers at alestlelive.com or on Facebook 
~ 




Come try our 
NEW 
Chicken & Cheese 
w/Pepper Tamales 
2922 North Center St., Maryville. IL 62062 
618.288.6300 
www.mariachismexfood.com 
a.,uy 1 .:~~-ih---, I 
Get 2nd Lunch 
1/2 Off 
Manachi's Maryville location . Dine-In 
only. Not to be combined with other 
offers. One coupon per person. 
y Expires December 31 . 2013- El ·L------------------J .r-------------------, 
Buy 1 Entree 
Get 2nd Entree 
1/2 Off 
Mariachi"s Maryville location . Dine-In 
only. Not to be combined with other 
offers. One coupon per person. 
L--~~~!~~e~~~~~~~-;_E~ _J 
HOURS: 
Mon-Thurs: 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Fri & Sat: 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Sun: Noon • 9 p.m. 
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Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Contact the Sports Editor at 
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com 






The SIDE women's 
basketball team finished 1-
1 at the Air Force Classic 
this weekend, improving 
its overall record to 2-7. 
After losing to Wyoming 
87-63 on Friday, the 
Cougars ended a five-game 
losing streak with a 76-55 
victory over Air Force on 
Saturday. 
On Friday, SIUE's 
defense struggled to stop 
Wyoming from scoring, 
allowing the team to shoot 
46.3 percent from the field. 
Midway through the first 
half, Wyoming went on a 
15-4 run, giving Wyoming 
a double-digit lead that the 
Cougars could not 
overcome. 
Sophomore guard 
Jessie Wendt led the 
Cougars with a career-high 
24 points against 
Wyoming. Wendt shot 9-
12 from the field including 
a 5-5 performance from 
behind the three-point line. 
Sophomore guard Tierny 
Austin was the next highest 
scorer for the Cougars, 
getting 14 points while 
shooting 5-12. It was the 
fifth game of the season 
that Austin has finished 
with double-digit points. 
Forward Kayla 
On Saturday, the 
Cougars were able to end a 
five-game losing streak by 
defeating host Air Force. 
The Cougars started the 
game with a 14-0 lead early 
in the first half and were 
able to hold onto that lead 
with a strong defensive 
performance that saw the 
Cougars hold Air Force to 
34. 9 shooting percentage. 
Wendt went 6-13 from 
the field to help get a 
game-high 21 points for 
the Cougars. Wendt was 
assisted on offense by 
sophomore guard CoCo 
Moore, who was able to 
score 16 points while 
dishing out five assists and 
grabbing three steals. 
Junior forward Allyssa 
Decker narrowly missed 
getting a double-double 
for the Cougars, grabbing 
11 rebounds while also 
putting up nine points. 
Air Force guard 
Cherae Medina scored 19 
points by making seven of 
her 17 shots. Air Force was 
outrebounded by the 
Cougars 41-33 and was 
dominated in the paint, 
allowing 30 points to be 
scored there. 
Wendt was named 
MVP of the tournament 
for the Cougars, whose 
next game is 3:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Dec. 14, in Fort 
Wayne, Ind. where the 
team will take on Indiana 
University-Purdue 
University Fort Wayne. 
Sophomore Coco Moore, of Indianapolis, tries for a layup. I Photo by Christian Lee/ Alestle 
Woodward and guard 
Kaitlyn Mileto led 
Wyoming's high-powered 
attack with 19 points each. 
Mileto hurt the Cougars 
with the 3-ball, scoring 15 
of her 19 points off of 3-
pointers. 
Ben Levin can be reached at 
blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-
3524. 
St. Louis Blues' 'buy-in' comes into question again 
JEREMY RUTHERFORD 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT) 
It didn't take Blues coach Ken 
Hitchcock an hour-plus to reach the 
podium after Saturday's loss to Anaheim, 
as it did following a defeat last March, 
but when he began his thoughts, tl-.e 
message sounded similar. 
Despite a record of 18-3-3 to start 
this season, finding the Blµes in second 
place in the Western Conference 
standings early in the year, Hitchcock 
uttered those dreaded words again after 
the club's 5-2 dmbbing by the Ducks. 
The "buy-in" of the Blues became 
the coach's popular catchphrase in 2012-
13, and in the wake of four consecutive 
lackadaisical starts, leading to three 
regulation losses, apparently it's back. 
"I think that has to be a collective 
buy-in," Hitchcock said. "We went 
through this last year. It was what - a 
month? - we went through this where 
we had to change our attitude to what 
was important." 
A year ago, the Blues were 17-11-2 
after a 3-0 win over Edmonton on March 
23. But three days later, the reverse 
happened, a 3-0 loss to the Oilers at 
Scottrade Center. At the postgame news 
conference following the loss to 
Edmonton, Hitchcock used the term 
"buy-in" eight dmes during a six-minute 
session with reporters. 
He defined it then as "doing the 
right thing at the right time during 
critical stages. It's the details that at the 
end of the day, in 2 1/2 hours of 
competition, add up to good play." 
On Saturday, players weren't 
necessarily buying that that should come 
into question again, but they weren't sure. 
what to make of the their recent starts. 
The team was outscored 3-0 in the first 
period and has now been pounded a 
combined 9-1 in the opening frame of its 
last four games. 
"The execution of the game plan the 
first five or 10 minutes is unacceptable," 
defenseman Barret Jackman said. "That's 
not the way that this team is built. We're 
built on strong starts and getting 
engaged early and we haven't been doing 
that. 
"I don't know if it's the preparation 
before the game, or doing something 
mentally to get into it. We've got to 
search within in the room on how we get 
everybody involved right off the bat. You 
can't spot teams like that two- and three-
goal leads and expect to win." 
The Blues' pregame preparation was 
under scrutiny Saturday, with concerns of 
information overload or overthinking. 
The simple counter response was that it's 
the same prep work that contributed to 
the team's successful start this year. 
"I just don't think we're working 
hard enough," forward Vladimir Sobotka 
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Final exams schedule 
Tuesday, Dec. 1 0 
Type A classes starting at 
8 a.m., exam time is 
8-9:40 a.m. 
Type B classes starting at 
10 a.m., exam time is 
10- 11 :40 a.m. 
Type B classes starting at 
1 p.m. or 1 :30 p .m. , exam 
time is 12-1 :40 p.m. 
Type A classes starting at 
3 :30 p .m., exam time is 
2-3:40 p.m. 
Wednes~ay, Dec. 11 
Good luck, 
students! 
Thursday, Dec. 1 2 
Type B classes starting at Type B classes starting~'at ·•;.:. 
8 a.m., exam time is ,, 9 a.m. , exam time is ~ ;: .•,i' 
~.;, _,.. 8-9:40 a.m. ~• . _ ·... j 8-9:40 a.m. ,. · .;;;,;.,• ic.' 
'
~_.~ .. ·:_:~ .. -·.·.l~.: ~.. '" T~pe B class~s#starting af{,:1: ,..: Ty~e A clas-;;-;;· ;tg~.Mi'at~l: 
,. . • 11 a.m., exam time is , •. ,,.• · 11 a.m., exam time is .;~. '· 
10-11:40 a.m . . : . - ·: -~·· 10-.1 ~:40 a,,;rri. · ''/!;-~;.-< 
Type A classes starting at Type B classes starting at 
12:30 p.m., exam time is 2 p.m. , exam time is 
1 2-1 :40 p.m. 12-1 :40 p.m. 
Type B classes starting at 3 
p.m., exam time is 2-3, 40 
p .m. 
Type B classes starting at 
4 p.m. , exam time is 
2-3 :40 p .m. 
www.alestlelive.com The Alestle // 9 
FALL STYLES AVAILABLE NOW! 
2472 Troy Road 114 S. Poplar St. 
Edwardsville, ll 62025 Centralia, IL 62801 
618-692-0070 618-532-2453 
9-8 M-F • 9-5 Sat • 12-5 Sun 9-6 Tues-Fri • 9 -5 Sat 
·yo·11 hawlntr 
&ot a traff lo tloket? 
11ro6lema? 
Visit www.gliks.com to 
find yo ur nearest locatio n 
Need a name change? 
Student Legal Services may be able to help ... 
WHA1 19 91UDEN1 LE&AL SERVICES? 
SLS is a program initiated to meet the legal 
needs of currently enrolled SIUE Students. 
We offer quality legal advice and develop 
educational programs which will help you 
gain a better understanding of the legal 
process and the law. 
MAKE AN APPOIN1MEN1! 
Dennis Orsey, Attorney 
3388 Maryville Road, 
Suite A 
Granite City, IL 62040 
(618) 797-2800 
This service is FREE for currently enrolled S/UE students. 
Appointments are required. No legal advice can be given 
over the telephone. 
OUR SERVICES 





Traffic matters and violations 
(not involving criminal penalties) 
Contracts 
Family matters 
Small claims • 
Administrative agency matters 
-V) 
_ _ tudent Legal Services 
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fMa E-Cigs, E-Liqaid and M:; 
Follow Us 011 liacebook 
and Twitter! 
15% OFF DISCOUNT 
TO ANYONE WITH 
AN SIUE ID! 
The very finest B-Juice available in 
t he St . Louis Metro Area Bar None 
435-B S. Buchanan Rd. Edwardsville, IL. 618-692-6506 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
618.650.2348 
tt~~]:Stuaent Fitness Center..~ ... open\aunn~ WiQ!!t 
~ISe.~! Be sure to check outour available GrouJ?~) 
---.ww"Fitness .. classes at www.siueiedu/crec/wellness~ · 




TUesdav, December 1 o, 2013 
St. Louis Blues head coach Ken Hitchcock talks with his p layers during a 
timeout. Photo by Chuck Myers/MCT 
BLUES I from pg. 1 2 
said. "We're losing every battle. 
We're just not prepared for a 
battle." 
J aden Schwartz, who had a 
goal in the third period Saturday 
night and has nine points in his 
last nine games, said, "The 
energy is there, going on the ice. 
But the execution isn't, so we've 
got to start bearing down. I 
mean, everyone is excited, but 
sometimes I think we've got to 
put a little more of that into 
focus." 
The Blues' lack of bearing 
down is perhaps most noticeable 
in their shots on goal, a category 
in which the team ranks No. 15 
in the NHL [29.9 a game]. In 
the club's first 20 games, the 
offense averaged 31. 3 a game, 
but in the last eight games, it has 
produced only 26.5. 
"We're not good enough 
there, not close," Hitchcock 
said. "It's not where we want it 
to be. That's a strength of our 
team, but that's a hard sell all of 
the time because it means when 
you shoot it, you've probably 
got to go get it back. But if 
you've got the right attitude, 
you do get it back. It's been a 
little bit of a struggle, to be 
honest with you." 
Hitchcock said that reviving 
the Blues' patented checking 
style would trigger other aspects 
of the team's game. 
"We'll score lots if we check 
better," Hitchcock said. "We'll 
get way more offensive zone 
time. We're chasing the game 
now because we're not starting 
with the puck, we're not keeping 
the puck, we're not determined 
when we're being checked, we're 
not determined when we're 
checking. So you play slow. We 
look slow. Then we speed up as 
the game goes on. We got more 
competitive as the game went 
on. 
"But we're allowing the 
other team to dictate the 
checking tempo and it affects 
every part of our game. You 
can't be a good checking team 
without skating. It's why we 
look slow, because the other 
team is winning the races. We're 
second place everywhere and 
then when we decide to engage, 
we' re winning the races. But it's 
a collective mindset. In order to 
win in the league, that's what the 
good teams do." 
The Blues still believe 
they're a good team. They don't 
believe, as some have suggested, 
that early success filled their 
heads. 
"We took every game as it 
came," Jackman said. "We 
weren't too high on wins. We 
were pretty even keel. But 
maybe we have to get more 
[ticked] off after a tough loss or 
a bad start. I don't know what it 
is, but we'll search every avenue 
and we'll change things around. 
We built ourselves a great 
amount of points and had a fast 
start. We can't lose it now by 
lack of focus." 
After Hitchcock's delayed 
news conference following the 
loss to Edmonton last season, 
the Blues dropped a 4-2 decision 
to Los Angeles for their third 
straight loss. But then the team 
won six consecutive games and 
12 of its last 15 in the regular 
season to wrap up the No. 4 
seed in the Western Conference. 
"We'll come out the other 
end, but we'll have to go 
through it," Hitchcock said. 
"There's going to be some rough 
water here for a little while, but 
hopefully we figure it out. We 
figured it out last year, but this 
one looks like ... we're going to 
have to work at it, really work at 
it. I think the players are really 
going to have to gauge this as 
something that's really critical 
and important for us to get back 
to where we want to be. 
"We've had a lot of success, 
but now we've got to really dig 
in. Every game is a process. It's 
not the end of the world, it's a 
process. We had lots of success 
with the process. But we're 
going to have to get a better 
buy-in, and this really starts with 
your top players. Our top 
players have to buy this because 
otherwise we're just going to 
become a collection of 
individuals." 
Sports can be reached at 
sports@)alestlelive.com or 650-3524. 
Fol/ow @TheA/estle. 
Tuesday, December 1 o, 2013 
Arizona gives Rams 
that old sinking feeling 
JIM THOMAS 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT) 
The Rams' Lost Decade of 
football is now officially a full 
decade. As a result of Sunday's 30-
10 loss to Ariwna the Rams (5-8) 
can do no better than 8-8 for 2013 
and t!'1~t's only if they sweep their ' 
remarnmg three games against 
New Orleans, Tampa Bay and 
Seattle. 
(Best of luck with that.) 
So that makes 10 consecutive 
seasons without a winning record 
for St. Louis, dating back to the 
~eam's last division championship 
m 2003. 
. ''We're gonna get better," said 
a gnm Jeff Fisher afterward. ''We're 
gonna take it one game at a time 
and we're gonna get better." 
Win, lose, or draw, Fisher's 
consistent theme to the team has 
always been improvement every 
we~k. But that didn't happen 
agau~ t the Cardinals, who 
outgamed the Rams by more than 
100 yards, had an edge of more 
than 10 minutes in time of 
possession and saw only five passes 
by quarterback Carson Palmer -
questionable before the game with 
~ sore elbow - hit the ground 
mcomplete. 
On the other side of the ball 
Ariwna shut down Zac Stacy and 
the Rams' running game and 
pounded quarterback Kellen 
~le~ens more than anyone has in 
his six starts this season. 
''I thought today as a team, we 
took a step back," defensive end 
Chris Long said. ''It's nothing we 
can't fix. But we took a step back as 
a team in our performance, and 
that's not OK with us. Hats off to 
the Cardinals. They did a good job 
today and we didn't make enough 
plays." 
REPORT CARD: BAD 
GAME, BAD GRADES 
Trailing 7-3 early in the second 
quarter, it looked like the Rams had 
made a huge play, when safety 
Rodney McLeod knocked the ball 
loose from Big Red tight end Jim 
Dray near the goal line. Janoris 
Jenkins scooped up the fumble and 
was racing downfield for an 
apparent touchdown. 
But the play had been blown 
dead by referee Walt Coleman's 
crew because the Palmer 




Family: Dental LLc 
Call us today! 
618.656.0608 
21 Glen•Ed Professional Park 
Glen Carbon, IL 6203• 
ruled a touchdown. 
"I didn't hear a whistle until 
Jenkins was already halfway down 
the field," McLeod said. "That's 
when I heard the whistle. One of 
the refs mentioned that he was 
~onna call it a fumble. But you've 
JUSt got to live with the calls and 
play the next snap. That could've 
been a game-changer." 
All scoring plays are reviewed 
and this review showed that the ' 
ball was clearly knocked out by 
McLeod shy of the goal line and 
before Dray was down. Because 
the play was blown dead, Jenkins 
got no credit for any return 
yardage. And because Jenkins 
picked up the fumble in the end 
wne, it was ruled a touchback. 
If that weren't tough enough 
for the Rams to swallow. Eugene 
Sims was flagged for a ~rsonal 
foul on the play for going after 
Palmer. As a result of the penalty, 
the Rams started at their 10 instead 
o'. the 20. Replays sin1ply showed 
SlffiS merely blocking Palmer as 
Jenkins was running down the field 
with the recovered fumble 
"I tl1ought it was a rrlll1ble and 
a liye play," Sims said. "I was just 
trymg to make a block for my 
teanm1ate (Jenkins) to get it in the 
end wne. When I looked back I 
~aw the flag and really didn't think 
1t was on me." 
When the teams met at 
Ariwna last year, Jenkins had two 
interception returns for IDs - the 
~erence in a 31-17 victory. This 
tlll1e around, a quick whistle 
prevented him from scoring yet 
another defensive TD against 
Ariwna. 
''It is what it is," Jenkins said. 
''The referee thought it was dead, 
so ... " 
So the misery continues. Since 
opening the season with a 27-24 
victory at home against Ariwna, 
the Rams have gone 0-for-the-
NF~ West, losing to San Francisco 
(twice), Seattle and now Ariwna 
by a combined score of 102-43. 
For those still keeping track, 
the Ran1s were officially e!in1inated 
from playoff consideration with the 
loss at University of Phoenix 
Stadium. That makes it a nine-
season drought since the Rams 
have_ particiJ?ated in the postseason, 
earnmg a wild-card berth in 2004 
after an 8-8 regular season. 
Read more at alestlelive.com 
New Patient Cleanin g Specia l 
ONLY $77 
(Includes cleaning, x-rays and exam} 
Take Home Whitening Special 
ONLY$99 
(Includes whitening kit + custom trays} 
Co mbine both specials fo r 
$150!!! 
BEST DEAL 
(save S26 ) 
...-;a ukeuson 
B IIFaceb ook! 
FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER 
1530 Troy Rd 
Edwa rdsville, IL 
618-659-8706 
Sporting Goods 
Yoga A p pare l 
Bikes & Accessories 
Rentals & Rep a irs 
www.Th ebikef a ctory.com 
www.alesllelive.com The Aleslle // 11 
a l ton eastsaintlouis edwardsville 
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COUPON 
Drive With Confidence 
for 
Just s3799* 
OIL CHANGE, TIRE ROTATION, SET OF WIPER BLADES 
COMPLETE COURTESY INSPECTION, INCLUDING: 
, visuatb,rake inspection; battery, alternator & starter test; suspension & 
· complete under-car inspection, tire pressure check, top off washer fluid 
LIMITED TIME ONLY. GOOD THROUGH 12/31/13 
. Up to 5 quarts of conventional oil - most cars 
COUPON 




8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
------ - --~=-------~---==----~.,,----,.-.,,,:,-,---- -·----------------------- --~ 
12 // The Aleslle 
ALESTLE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
GIVE YOU MORE! 
Place your classified ad at a 
time convenient for you using 
our easy, secure online interface 
at alestlelive.com/classifieds 
Deadlines: 
By noon Friday for Tuesday issue 
or noon Monday for Thursday issue 
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com 
Alestle Office Hours: 
MUC 2022 
8 a.m. -4:30 .m. Monda -Frida 
HELP WANTED 




All ages 17 +/cond. apply. 
(618) 223-6184 
MISCELLANEOUS 





Move-in ready home for sale in 
Maryville, IL, Three bedrooms, 
two baths. Located in quiet cul-de-
sac in Maryville, IL. Open floor plan, 
cathedral ceilings, built in 2003. 
Approx. 1,600 sq ft on main level. 
Backyard deck. Newly landscaped. 
Main floor laundry, oversized garage. 
Full unfinished basement with rough-
in for bath. Close to hospital and bike 
path. 
Contact Trish at (618) 363-0605 
or e-mail : psae75@aol.com 
atton e as ts aintl ou is e dw a rd svill e 
www.alestlelive.com Tllesday, December 1 o, 2013 
Unlike banks, Credit Unions are not-for-profit 
organizations. This means we give back our 
profits to members in dividends, f ower fees, 
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Private Bedroon1 and Bath 
Fully Furnished Units 
Private Washer and D,yer 
2 Sand Volleyball Courts 
S1nart Study Roon1 
C~IVE US f\ C,\Ll TODAY~ 
(618) 655-0060 
www.enclavewestinfo_com 
